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Overview: The Design, Adoption, and Analysis of a Visual
Document Mining Tool For Investigative Journalists

Matthew Brehmer, Stephen Ingram, Jonathan Stray, and Tamara Munzner, Member, IEEE

Fig. 1. Overview is a multiple-view application intended for the systematic search, summarization, annotation, and reading of a large
collection of text documents, hierarchically clustered based on content similarity and visualized as a tree (left). Pictured: a collection
of White House email messages concerning drilling in the Gulf of Mexico prior to the 2010 BP oil spill.

Abstract—For an investigative journalist, a large collection of documents obtained from a Freedom of Information Act request or a
leak is both a blessing and a curse: such material may contain multiple newsworthy stories, but it can be difficult and time consuming
to find relevant documents. Standard text search is useful, but even if the search target is known it may not be possible to formulate an
effective query. In addition, summarization is an important non-search task. We present Overview, an application for the systematic
analysis of large document collections based on document clustering, visualization, and tagging. This work contributes to the small
set of design studies which evaluate a visualization system “in the wild”, and we report on six case studies where Overview was
voluntarily used by self-initiated journalists to produce published stories. We find that the frequently-used language of “exploring” a
document collection is both too vague and too narrow to capture how journalists actually used our application. Our iterative process,
including multiple rounds of deployment and observations of real world usage, led to a much more specific characterization of tasks.
We analyze and justify the visual encoding and interaction techniques used in Overview ’s design with respect to our final task
abstractions, and propose generalizable lessons for visualization design methodology.

Index Terms—Design study, investigative journalism, task and requirements analysis, text and document data, text analysis.

1 INTRODUCTION

Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) requests, leaks, government trans-
parency initiatives, or other disclosures can result in thousands or mil-
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lions of pages of potentially newsworthy material. Investigative jour-
nalists must find the stories lurking in these massive document collec-
tions, but it is frequently impossible to read every document. Stan-
dard text search can be used to locate documents containing particu-
lar terms, but not all information retrieval problems can be expressed
as word search queries, especially if the relevant information is un-
expected or novel. Journalists may also be interested in patterns of
text across many documents, which can reveal significant trends, cate-
gories, or themes. We conjectured that this document mining problem
could be solved by a visualization system built around clustering and
tagging documents. The path from this hypothesis to a system that
working journalists would voluntarily use was a long one; we needed
to refine both our understanding of the problem and the ways in which
journalists might want to solve it.

This paper reports on the design, adoption, and analysis of
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Fig. 2. Timeline of Overview ’s development, deployment, and adoption phases: deployments are represented as yellow squares; deployment-
phase case studies are represented as purple circles, while adoption-phase case studies are represented as green circles. The dotted red lines
indicate which version of Overview was used in each case study.

Overview (http://overviewproject.org), an application developed by
the Associated Press in collaboration with our research group over
several years. Overview, shown in Figure 1, visualizes a document
collection as a tree where nodes represent clusters of similar docu-
ments; users can navigate this tree, identify clusters, read individual
documents, and annotate documents with meaningful tags. A time-
line illustrating Overview’s development, deployment, and adoption
phases is shown in Figure 2. Beginning with a motivating use case,
we produced a research prototype (v1), developed a publicly available
cross-platform desktop application (v2), and finally a web-based ap-
plication (v3-v4). Ultimately, we succeeded in building a useful tool
for journalists: we report on multiple case studies where Overview was
adopted for real investigations. Analysis of these cases revealed that
journalists often used the application in ways we did not anticipate,
and we found that the often-used concept of “exploring” a document
collection fails to capture the tasks that journalists actually perform.
Contributions: We frame this work as a visualization design study,
a process of iterative design and evaluation addressing a particu-
lar domain problem, involving collaborators and users from that do-
main [46]. The contributions of this paper include Overview itself,
our characterization of data and task abstractions, a description of its
usage in real investigations spanning four deployments and six case
studies, and a detailed analysis of the mapping from these abstractions
to visual encoding and interaction design choices. This analysis led
to important design revisions, based on a better understanding of why
and how journalists use Overview. From this experience we propose
generalizable lessons for visualization design methodology.
Outline: We begin with a survey of related work in Section 2. We
then describe our initial motivating use case in Section 3. The design
of Overview is presented in Section 4, which includes our initial task
abstraction, Overview’s underlying data abstractions, and a description
of its user interface. In Section 5, we report on real world usage of
Overview by six journalists who used it for their own investigations;
in five of these cases, the investigation resulted in a published story.
Based on our observations of what these users did, we revisit our ini-
tial task abstraction and reflect upon the rationale for Overview’s visual
encoding and interaction design choices in Section 6. Finally, in Sec-
tion 7, we reflect on the methodological implications of our approach,
and Section 8 summarizes our contributions.

2 RELATED WORK

There have been a number of approaches and tools to support the anal-
ysis of document collections, spanning a range of data transformations
and visual encodings. We also review how these tools were evaluated.
Topic model visualizations: One common approach to visualizing a
document collection uses probabilistic topic models inferred from the
collection. These define topics as distributions of words and assign a
distribution of topics per document. Both distributions are visualized
directly in recent work by Chaney and Blei [6], while other systems
focus on the number of documents in each topic [9, 10, 34], or use the
topic assignments to compute similarity for document-based visualiza-
tions [7, 11]. Overview does not use distribution-based topic models
but directly creates a hard hierarchical clustering, which is presented
in a document-based tree visualization.
Documents as points: Many systems, including the first two versions
of Overview, encode individual documents as points in a scatterplot.
InfoSky [18] places points according to a pre-existing hierarchical ar-

rangement of documents; in contrast, Overview is intended for doc-
ument collections without pre-existing hierarchical structure. Other
approaches begin with an unstructured document collection and place
points based on document similarity metrics and dimensionality re-
duction techniques, such as Leaksplorer [2], PEx [40], and EV [7].
Overview v1-v2 included a similar scatterplot which placed points by
dimensionality reduction through multidimensional scaling. Finally,
ForceSPIRE [12] and TopicViz [11] incorporate a scatterplot where
document-points can be interactively placed according to the user’s
own semantics, adaptively adjusting the underlying similarity metric
used between document pairs. In Section 6.2, we discuss in greater
detail why a scatterplot was omitted from later versions of Overview,
and how tagging documents and clusters is an effective alternative to
interactive placement.

Documents as landscapes or clouds: Document collections have
also been encoded as landscapes, three-dimensional representations
of two-dimensional scatterplots where height represents density, as in
In-Spire [23] and recent work by Österling et al. [39]. However, empir-
ical studies have shown that spatial landscapes are not well suited for
encoding inherently non-spatial data, and exhibit poor visual memory
performance in comparison to two-dimensional scatterplots [51].

It is also possible to visualize a document collection by encoding
clusters of documents as interactive tag clouds, as in Newdle [35].
Once again, previous research has documented the perceptual draw-
backs of tag clouds [22]. By encoding a document collection as a
hierarchical tree, Overview circumvents these issues.

Documents as networks of entities: Jigsaw’s approach [16, 28] to
document collection analysis differs from Overview in that it em-
phasizes the extraction of entities from documents, linking names,
places, events, and dates, constructing visualizations around these re-
lationships. The emphasis on entities is reflective of the domains in
which Jigsaw is used, which include intelligence analysis, law en-
forcement, and academic research [28]. Journalists frequently start
with barely-legible scanned documents which must first be converted
to text through Optical Character Recognition (OCR), greatly reduc-
ing the accuracy of standard entity extraction techniques. As a flexible
multiple-view application, Jigsaw also has a significant learning curve,
and users have reported investing many months into learning and using
it [28]. The journalists we spoke to are accustomed to short deadlines
and may only intermittently be working on a story involving a large
document collection, so simplicity is a crucial feature.

Documents as trees and rivers: Like Overview, the Hierarchical-
Topics system [10] features a hierarchical tree visualization of docu-
ment clusters, initially arranged by similar keywords. It allows users
to re-arrange the tree according to their own semantics, similar to how
ForceSPIRE users can rearrange documents in a scatterplot [12]. Hier-
archicalTopics [10] additionally allow users to track topic prevalence
over time with a ThemeRiver visualization [21]. However, this ap-
proach requires temporal metadata that would be difficult to extract
from the diverse document sources supported by Overview.

Evaluating visual document mining tools: Several of the aforemen-
tioned tools have been evaluated via controlled experiments and case
studies. Controlled experiments, such as those used to evaluate New-
dle [35] or HierarchicalTopics [10], often involve non-specialist users
conducting domain-agnostic tasks specified by the researchers, who
conjecture that they match with real world usage. Moreover, the docu-
ments used in these controlled experiments were collections of online
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news articles which are not appropriate test data for Overview, as pro-
fessionally produced news articles are clean and homogeneous, unlike
the diverse and messy documents obtained by our case study journal-
ists, which often contain little or no metadata; news articles are the
output of the journalistic document mining process, not the input.

Most similar to our approach is a series of case studies of academic
researchers, intelligence analysts, and law enforcement personnel who
had adopted Jigsaw [28]. These case studies resulted in a better under-
standing of Jigsaw’s utility in relation to users’ domain-specific tasks;
like us, they identified similar barriers to adoption and their results
suggested new directions for design [16, 17].

3 MOTIVATING USE CASE

The Overview project began in December 2010, when Associated
Press journalist and co-author Stray visualized a subset (11,616 of
391,832) of the WikiLeaks Iraq War Logs [49]. Journalists had previ-
ously examined these documents by using text search to retrieve spe-
cific records and by visualizing the structured data fields such as time
and location, but had not attempted analysis of the bulk unstructured
text of the reports. In this visualization, which we will refer to as
WARLOGS, documents were represented as points placed according to
a measure of similarity between documents and coloured according to
pre-existing categorical labels, such as “friendly action” and “crim-
inal incident.” As shown in Figure 3, this technique revealed mean-
ingful cluster structure that cross-cuts the colourings, showing that the
pre-existing coarse categorization does not capture the whole story.

Fig. 3. Detail from “A full-text visualization of the Iraq War Logs” (WAR-
LOGS) [49], in which distinct clusters of documents are visible; these
documents pertain to “criminal incidents” during the Iraqi civil war in-
volving abductions and blindfolding.

The WARLOGS visualization had serious limitations: it was not pos-
sible to interactively and systematically examine the contents of clus-
ters of documents. However, it demonstrated that visual cluster anal-
ysis could illuminate previously unknown and meaningful structure in
a real world document collection, a conjecture that Stray had synthe-
sized from his previous experience reporting on this collection of doc-
uments. On the basis of this promising result, Stray collaborated with
us to design an interactive visualization tool for document mining.

4 OVERVIEW DESIGN

We now summarize our initial task abstraction, Overview’s underlying
data abstractions, and the elements of its user interface.

Initial task abstraction: During the development of Overview v1-v2
our task abstraction was based on the WARLOGS use case: journalists
would be motivated by the hypothesis that their document collection
contained a semantically interesting cluster structure, and would re-
quire a means for exploring that structure, drilling down into these
clusters to examine the contained documents. During this exploration,
they would need a way to keep track of what they had discovered,
allowing them to revisit previously examined clusters and documents.

Data abstractions: Although Overview’s design has evolved over the
course of four deployed versions, it continues to reflect several un-
derlying data abstractions. Overview does not incorporate any novel
text analysis techniques; following a practice common in that do-
main, we convert each document to a vector of words weighted by the
Term Frequency–Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF) formula, and

compute similarity between documents using the cosine distance met-
ric [43]. We generate our document clusters by hierarchically cluster-
ing these distances and encoding the result as a tree [24, 25]. Clusters
are labeled with keywords extracted via TF-IDF scores.

Multiple meaningful clusterings may exist for any collection of doc-
uments [19]; our particular distance metric and hierarchical cluster-
ing algorithm is but one possible choice. User-generated clusterings
that leverage domain knowledge can complement automatic cluster-
ings [10, 12]. For these reasons, Overview allows an arbitrary number
of user-defined tags on each document, which can be assigned indi-
vidually or at the cluster level. Tags allow users to keep track of what
they have found and where they have looked so far.
User interface: With each deployment came changes to the user in-
terface, though we will focus on the differences between Overview v2
and v4, shown in Figure 4 and 5, respectively. The visualization design
of v1 and v2 are quite similar to each other, as are v3 and v4.

Common to all deployed versions of Overview is the Topic Tree
visualization, representing a hierarchical clustering of similar docu-
ments, the Document List, showing currently selected documents, the
Document Viewer, and the ability to create and assign custom categor-
ical tags to clusters or individual documents; tags are visually encoded
as coloured labels on documents and clusters. Selections of documents
are propagated and highlighted across views.

The Topic Tree underwent some of the most significant changes. It
was redesigned to emphasize nodes, and to visually encode the number
of documents in each node, instead of focusing on the edges between
identically-sized nodes. In v1-v2, the Topic Tree could be pruned based
on a threshold cluster size, controlled using a set of coloured radio but-
tons below; in v3, we replaced threshold pruning with an open/close
interface that allows the user to show or hide the children of any node.
Pan and zoom controls were also added, including an auto-zoom fea-
ture that automatically zooms and pans to a selected node.

Another prominent change was the removal of the interactive scat-
terplot visualization, in which individual documents were encoded by
points and their placement corresponded to a two-dimensional projec-
tion of the original high-dimensional TF-IDF vector space, generated
via multidimensional scaling; pairs of documents appearing closer to-
gether were deemed to be more similar than pairs of documents that
were farther apart. The scatterplot had panning and zooming controls,
and document-points could be selected via clicking or lassoing.

We also removed the Cluster List and consolidated the Document
Viewer with the Document List (cf. Figure 1). The Document List now
displays the document title, extracted keywords, and coloured labels
indicating which tags have been applied to each document. We added
full-text keyword search in v4; documents matching a search query are
highlighted with colour labels in the Topic Tree, and these results can
be saved as a persistent tag. Finally, we added a “Show Untagged”
button in v4, which highlights documents and clusters where no tags
have been applied, a crucial feature for the (initially unexpected) task
of exhaustively reviewing a document collection.

This section summarizes the design without providing any rationale
for its evolution. Our decisions were based on observations of real
world usage; we provide concrete examples of why and how Overview
was used by journalists in Section 5. Then, in Section 6, we present
our final task abstraction, the outcome of analyzing these observations,
and justify our design choices with respect to these revisited tasks.

5 OBSERVATIONS OF REAL WORLD USAGE

We conducted six in-depth case studies where we analyzed the use of
Overview by investigative journalists. We distinguish between a case
study and a usage scenario [46], in which the former involves a target
domain user who uses a tool to examine their own data, having goals
related to their ongoing work; in contrast, the latter reports usage of a
tool by its designers with curated data and conjectured tasks.
Pilot case study (CARACAS): The first user of Overview was the As-
sociated Press Caracas bureau chief, whom we asked in November
2011 to use the v1 prototype to examine 6,849 of the 251,287 U.S.
State Department diplomatic cables released by WikiLeaks, those per-
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Fig. 4. Overview v2, a desktop application released in Winter 2012. Shown here is 6,849 of the U.S. State Department diplomatic cables released
by WikiLeaks, those pertaining to Venezuela. The “Oil industry” tag is selected; clusters containing documents having this tag are emphasized in
pink in the Topic Tree and are shown in the Cluster List as a set of keywords. Individual documents having the “Oil industry” tag are emphasized
in the scatterplot and shown in the Document List as a set of keywords. The fifth document is selected; its contents are displayed in the Document
Viewer and it is marked as a larger black dot in the scatterplot.
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Fig. 5. Overview v4, a web-based application released in Summer 2013. Shown here is 625 White House email messages concerning drilling in
the Gulf of Mexico prior to the 2010 BP oil spill. The “Obama letter” tag is selected; clusters containing documents having this tag are highlighted
in green in the Topic Tree. One of these clusters is selected and its keywords are displayed in a tooltip; the 66 documents in this cluster are listed
in the Document List. Selecting a document from this list reveals the Document Viewer (cf. Figure 1).

taining to Venezuela; this document collection is featured in Figure 4.
Although he found the system interesting, his analysis did not lead to
a published story. This informal pilot case study revealed basic us-
ability problems and the experience prompted us to formalize the case
study process and identify foci of interest, such as utility, usability,
learnability, and journalists’ tasks in context.

Metrics: In addition to the qualitative analysis of journalists’ tasks,
we also focus on the metric of adoption defined as self-initiated use:
did a journalist freely chose to use the tool for their own investigation,

rather than trying out the tool in response to direct solicitation by the
researchers? According to this distinction, adoption occurred in five
of the six case studies we report, as indicated by the green circles in
Figure 2; the journalist in the remaining case study (IRAQ-SEC) was
co-author Stray. We were also interested in the outcome of a journal-
ist’s investigation: did they complete their investigation to satisfaction
as a result of using Overview, either by choosing to publish a story
or by deciding that their findings did not merit a story? Or did they
abandon Overview because the tool did not help their investigation?
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Recruitment: Since the v2 deployment, Stray has promoted Overview
within the data journalism community. Several hundred journalists
have created accounts on the public server, and they have collectively
uploaded more than 9 million documents; Overview is used by ap-
proximately 200 unique users each month. At the time of writing we
know of nine published stories where Overview played a part in the
investigative process [3], five of which are discussed as case studies
below. The self-initiated journalists featured in case studies 2-6 were
recruited after they contacted Stray with technical questions, which
often pertained to workflow difficulties such as wrangling their docu-
ment collection into a format that Overview could ingest.
Methods: Our case study findings are the result of triangulating be-
tween multiple data collection and analysis methods. Our primary data
collection method was that of a semi-structured interview. We con-
ducted interviews via Skype or Google+ Hangout, as our journalists
were geographically remote; both services include a screen sharing
feature, allowing journalists to demonstrate aspects of their investiga-
tive process. We recorded these interviews and demonstrations using
a screen capture application and later transcribed them. The deadline-
driven nature of journalism precluded multiple interviews during an
ongoing investigation, so we chose to interview each journalist after
their investigation was complete, despite the known limitations of ret-
rospective introspection [13]. Journalists were encouraged but not ex-
pected to keep a diary relating to their ongoing use of Overview. Five
of our case study journalists wrote blog posts about their process, and
one of them (TULSA) also sent us his personal notes.

We also collected usage logs for each journalist, consisting of times-
tamped interactions with Overview, which included selecting, view-
ing, and tagging documents and clusters. Log file analysis allowed
us to partially reconstruct a journalist’s analysis process, complement-
ing information divulged to us in their retrospective interview. Fi-
nally, each journalist provided us with their tagged document collec-
tion, which helped to establish a shared context.

5.1 Case Studies

The six case studies we present, summarized in Table 1, took place
between February 2012 and December 2013, as indicated in Figure 2.
CS1: IRAQ-SEC [50]: Our first case study took place in February
2012, when journalist and co-author Stray used Overview v2 to ana-
lyze recently declassified documents from the Iraq war concerning the
behavior of private security contractors. In particular, he wanted to
categorize and count types of documented incidents involving these
contractors; aside from the high-profile incidents that made headlines,
he wanted to determine the prevalence of other incidents that these
contractors were involved in during the Iraq war.

The document collection was the result of a FOIA request to the U.S.
State Department, comprised of 666 incident reports over 4,500 pages,
which were scanned using OCR. After the documents were loaded in
Overview, Stray examined document clusters over the course of five
days: he navigated the Topic Tree, selected clusters and their contained
documents, filtered clusters using the tree pruning controls, and anno-
tated approximately 48% of the documents with 28 unique tags. After
a lengthy “orientation” phase to determine incident categories of in-
terest, he sampled the documents using the “Select Random” button
(above the Cluster List in Figure 4), which would select a document
from the Document List to be shown in the Document Viewer. With
this approach, he read and hand-coded 50 of the 666 reports, which
allowed him to develop hypotheses regarding the prevalence of certain
incident types. Afterward, he followed up with U.S. State Depart-
ment representatives, who provided additional context and a timeline
for these incidents. His published story [50] combines his categorical
summarization with the context of the war.
CS2: TULSA [52]: The first case of self-initiated adoption by a jour-
nalist took place in June 2012, revealing a different motivation for
using Overview. In this case, the journalist wanted to locate and iden-
tify evidence, documents that would support or refute a pre-existing
hypothesis: he was following-up on an anonymous tip regarding mu-
nicipal government mismanagement and potential conflicts of interest

between city hall, municipal police, and police equipment vendors.
He filed a FOIA request with the Tulsa, Oklahoma City Hall for email
messages between these organizations, and then used Overview v2 to
examine 5,996 of these email messages.

His search for corroborating evidence spanned multiple sessions
over 18 days, beginning with an exhaustive and systematic left-to-right
navigation of the Topic Tree, filtering clusters using the tree pruning
controls, and selecting clusters to view their contained documents. He
viewed roughly 70% of the documents in the Document Viewer at least
once, annotating 92% of them with 22 unique tags. We observed that
he undertook multiple iterations of tagging: he began by tagging entire
clusters using terms appearing in cluster keywords, but later tagged in-
dividual documents throughout the tree with tags such as “important”,
“weird”, and “follow-up”. As a result of this thorough tagging, the
journalist was able to lookup and browse previously identified clusters
or documents of interest, focus on documents annotated by multiple
tags, or locate documents that remained untagged; the latter was ac-
complished by selecting uncoloured points in the scatterplot. These
tags also provided a starting point for the further annotation of 129
“important” documents with notes relating to his hypothesis; these
notes eventually became integral parts of his published story [52].

CS3: RYAN [14]: In October 2012, Overview v2 was used yet again
to locate evidence in support of a hypothesis, though there are several
differences as compared to the TULSA case study. In this case, a jour-
nalist wanted to follow-up on an earlier story and on accusations made
by Vice President Biden that vice-presidential nominee Paul Ryan’s
campaign statements were hypocritical. In order to support or re-
fute this hypothesis, the journalist sought to compare Ryan’s campaign
statements regarding wasteful government programs to his correspon-
dence with various federal agencies concerning those same programs.
After filing over 200 FOIA requests to these agencies, the journalist
received 8,680 pages of correspondence. These physical documents
arrived in several batches, and were scanned using OCR.

The journalist wanted to find genuine correspondence signed by
Ryan; however, prevalent OCR errors prevented him from locating
these documents using keyword search. Overview was able to clus-
ter documents effectively on the remaining intact text, and most of the
documents in this collection were quickly found to be irrelevant to his
hypothesis. Over the course of half a day, he navigated the Topic Tree
to locate and identify a small subset of clusters containing 176 pages
of genuine correspondence containing Ryan’s signature; the remainder
could be safely ignored, comprised of attachments and other irrelevant
correspondence. Unlike the TULSA journalist, the RYAN journalist an-
notated a mere 8% of the document collection with 12 unique tags. As
with TULSA, the RYAN journalist used tags as a starting point for the
further annotation of his source documents with notes; his published
story [14] compares these findings to Ryan’s campaign statements.

CS4: GUNS [29]: The first documented adoption of Overview’s web
application deployment (v3) came in December 2012. Shortly after
the Newtown school shooting, the journalist asked Daily Beast read-
ers to self-identify as gun owners or non-owners, to report where they
lived, and to post their opinion on the debate on gun ownership on a
discussion board. He collected 1,278 comments: 757 from gun own-
ers, 521 from non-owners. He aimed to determine what the debate on
gun ownership is about: do gun owners and non-owners raise the same
issues? He was also curious about geographical differences.

He uploaded the responses from gun owners and non-owners into
two separate instances of Overview. Like the IRAQ-SEC case study, the
GUNS journalist was interested in summarizing a document collection,
though the form of this summarization was different. In IRAQ-SEC,
the journalist wanted to categorize and count types of documented in-
cidents; in contrast, the GUNS journalist sought to identify documents
that were representative of their clusters, the sensational and polariz-
ing speaking points from both sides of the debate over gun ownership;
he was less interested in a fine-grained classification or quantification.
For both sets of documents, he navigated and selected clusters and
their contained documents, compared related clusters between the gun
owner and non-owner instances, and later browsed previously iden-
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tified clusters to identify representative quotes. Ultimately, he read
nearly all the discussion board comments over the course of a day.
Unlike the previous case studies, he did not use Overview’s tagging
functionality, instead opting to copy quotes into an Excel spreadsheet,
where he integrated geographical metadata and iteratively arranged
quotes to construct a narrative for his story [29].

CS5: DALLAS: In August 2013, a journalist used Overview v4 in a
similar fashion to that of the TULSA journalist, though the outcome of
their investigations differed. In the DALLAS case study, the journalist
had recently reported on a collection of 4,653 email messages result-
ing from a FOIA request regarding a state government’s response to an
emergency incident. The journalist believed that some remaining evi-
dence was left to be located, beyond what had already been reported in
the earlier story. Despite having already read all the documents in the
collection (unassisted by Overview), the journalist used Overview to
verify that nothing was overlooked and sought to gather material for
a follow-up story. She subsequently used Overview to examine four
additional collections of messages, analyzed individually, ranging in
size between 1,858 and 3,564 email messages.

The keyword search feature introduced in Overview v4 was found
to be particularly useful: the journalist alternated between identifying
clusters by navigating, filtering, and selecting nodes in the Topic Tree,
and locating documents via keyword search, then identifying related
documents. As her analysis progressed, we observed that the journal-
ist relied more upon keyword search to highlight clusters of interest
within the Topic Tree. She applied tags to each of the five document
collections: the number of tags ranged between 3 and 7, and between
7% and 52% of documents were annotated with at least one tag; in
total, 14 out of 31 tags were created from keyword search results.

In this case, Overview was used to make the decision not to pub-
lish: after 12 hours of Overview usage spanning several weeks, the
journalist was sufficiently confident that nothing significant had been
overlooked in the previous investigation, ultimately deciding not to
write a follow-up story. This user estimated that it would have taken
“more than a week” to reach this conclusion without Overview, and is
“definitely planning on using it again for large document sets”.

CS6: NEWYORK [41]: The final case study we report took place in
December 2013, in which a journalist used Overview v4 to confirm that
a document collection did not contain evidence that would refute his
hypothesis. In the NEWYORK case study, the journalist had gathered
material to investigate the state of New York’s system for handling
and responding to police misconduct cases, including 1,680 proposed
and passed bills retrieved from the State Senate Open Legislation API.
They hypothesized that the state legislature had failed to pass any bills
addressing this misconduct by increasing oversight.

A considerable amount of data wrangling was required before this
journalists could use Overview. The State Senate API provided the
bills in JSON format; to address this, the journalist wrote a script to
import these documents into a database, which was in turn used to
export a CSV file that Overview could ingest.

Following data ingestion, the journalist used Overview for about 4
hours over the course of three days to read all the document titles and
keywords in a systematic fashion: starting with the smaller nodes, he
would select a node in the Topic Tree and scan the document titles
and keywords appearing in the Document List; the titles tended to be
verbose and descriptive, and any that were deemed interesting were
read in the Document Viewer or tagged as “review” . He eventually
examined the largest node, which contained 732 documents with simi-
lar titles and keywords, their contents mostly comprised of boilerplate
text; the journalist tagged the entire node as “no unless”, meaning that
any document contained by the node was not significant unless there
was another tag on it. He later returned to documents tagged with “re-
view”, replacing this tag with one of five descriptive tags. Though the
tag highlighting used in Overview’s Topic Tree allowed the journalist
to quickly locate tagged documents, he suggested that the visualization
could alternatively hide all documents not marked with a particular
tag, such as his “not of interest” tag.

His approach was similar to TULSA and DALLAS, in that they all
sought to locate and identify clusters containing potential evidence.
However, the TULSA and DALLAS journalists could have stopped their
search once this evidence was found, as it is unlikely that any addi-
tional evidence would invalidate their previous findings. In contrast,
the NEWYORK journalist sought to prove the non-existence of evi-
dence, which required review of every document, as any evidence that
went overlooked would have invalidated a claim of non-existence.

As a result of his analysis, the journalist was confident that no bills
had been passed to address police misconduct, though several rele-
vant bills had been proposed multiple times; conveniently, multiple
versions of proposed bills were clustered together in Overview’s Topic
Tree. While this finding is reported in a only a single paragraph of
his published story [41], it played a key role in his argument that the
state of New York is facing a police oversight problem; this story re-
ceived considerable acclaim from the journalism community, and was
a finalist for the 2014 Pulitzer Prize [4].

5.2 Think-Aloud Evaluation with Prospective Users
To complement our case study observations, we also solicited feed-
back from prospective journalist users. After the deployment of the
web-based Overview v3, which included usage tracking, we observed
that Overview and its individual features were not being used to the
extent that we had hoped. We suspected usability problems so we em-

Case Study 1: IRAQ-SEC [50] 2: TULSA [52] 3: RYAN [14] 4: GUNS [29] 5: DALLAS 6: NEWYORK [41]

Date Feb. 2012 Jun. 2012 Oct. 2012 Dec. 2012 Aug. 2013 Dec. 2013

Version v2 / desktop v2 / desktop v2 / desktop v3 / web v4 / web v4 / web

Document
Collection

666 reports / 4,500
pages from FOIA
(scanned using
OCR).

5,996 email mes-
sages from FOIA.

8,680 pages of cor-
respondence from
multiple FOIAs
(scanned using
OCR).

2 collections of
online discussion
board comments
(757 in the first,
521 in the second).

5 collections of
email messages
from FOIAs, rang-
ing from 1,858 to
4,653 messages.

1,680 proposed
and passed bills
retrieved with
NY Senate Open
Legislation API.

Task T1: generate hy-
potheses → explore
→ summarize

T2: verify hypothe-
ses → locate →
identify

T2: verify hypothe-
ses → locate →
identify

T1: generate hy-
potheses → explore
→ summarize

T2: verify hypothe-
ses → locate →
identify

T2: verify hypothe-
ses → locate →
identify

Outcome Summarized preva-
lence of document
categories.

Located evidence
supporting hypoth-
esis.

Located a small
subset of document
clusters relevant to
hypothesis.

Summarized using
exemplar docu-
ments.

Could not locate
evidence to support
hypothesis.

Proved non-
existence of evi-
dence.

Table 1. A summary of the six case studies. OCR = Optical Character Recognition; FOIA = Freedom of Information Act.; see Fig. 2 for colour coding.
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barked on a discount usability testing program inspired by the work
of Nielsen [38]: five naı̈ve journalists were independently presented
with an example document collection, such as the collection featured
in Figure 4, and asked to narrate their actions as they interacted with
Overview using a think-aloud protocol, resulting in a qualitative un-
derstanding of usability problems.

All who participated in these think-aloud sessions found Overview
to be confusing; much of this confusion was due to the visual complex-
ity of its multiple-view interface, as well as a lack of affordances for
common and critical interactions, such as selecting a document to read.
We suspect that many previous document set visualization tools would
face similar usability problems in real workflows, either by lacking a
robust document import feature, or by not providing a means to read
individual documents [9]. An exception is Jigsaw, whose developers
have noted and overcome similar problems [17]. In the next section,
we discuss how the design of v4 resolved these usability problems.

6 ANALYSIS

Given our observations or real world usage, we now revisit our initial
task abstraction and discuss the rationale for Overview’s design.

6.1 Task Abstractions Reconsidered
After the GUNS case study, we struggled to distinguish between jour-
nalists’ goals, approaches, and outcomes. Specifically, the TULSA and
RYAN journalists used Overview in more directed and systematic ways
that we did not anticipate, in that they sought to locate specific evi-
dence or a subset of clusters that were relevant to a pre-existing hy-
pothesis, forcing us to reconsider our initial task abstraction of “ex-
ploring” a document cluster structure, which was based on the WAR-
LOGS use case. A number of previous tools aim to help the user “ex-
plore” a document collection (such as [6, 9, 10, 12]), though few of
these tools have been evaluated with users from a specific target do-
main who bring their own data, making us suspect that this imprecise
term often masks a lack of understanding of actual user tasks.

In 2013, we developed and proposed a typology of abstract visual-
ization tasks [5], the purpose of which was precisely to articulate such
differences in visualization usage at multiple levels of specificity. Ac-
cording to this typology, a task description is broken down into why a
task is undertaken, what dependencies a task might have, and how the
task is supported. How is somewhat orthogonal to why, as exempli-
fied by the differences in usage reported in the previous section. We
applied this typology to the coding of our observational data, identify-
ing two different tasks, T1 and T2, that replace and improve upon our
initial task abstraction. In this section, we will use the vocabulary and
notation of this typology to focus on why and what; in Section 6.2, we
analyze how Overview supports these tasks.
T1: generate hypotheses → explore → summarize: When ap-
proaching a collection of leaked documents or a corpus of social me-
dia content, a journalist may have little prior knowledge regarding the
collection’s content, eliciting a need to generate hypotheses and to ask
“what’s in this collection?”. To support the generation of hypotheses,
a journalist must be able to explore a document collection and summa-
rize clusters of documents. The term explore is defined more precisely
in our typology as a form of search in which neither the identity nor
the location of a search target are known a priori. In the context of
a document collection, a search target may be content within a docu-
ment, an individual document itself, a cluster of related documents, or
an arbitrary set of documents and clusters. Exploring is distinguished
with browsing, in which the location of a search target is known but
the identity is not, locating, in which the converse is true, and lookup,
in which both location and identify are known. The result of summa-
rizing is a compressed representation of the full contents of the doc-
ument collection, such as the categories and counts produced in the
IRAQ-SEC case study, or the exemplar documents that the journalist
ultimately selected in GUNS case study.
T2: verify hypotheses → locate → identify: In contrast, a journal-
ist who asks for documents via FOIA request typically has some pre-
existing hypotheses, and their aim is to verify, refute, or refine these

hypotheses by locating evidence. In these cases, a journalist likely
has a sense of what the documents are about, but they may not be
able to specify the evidence they seek in terms of a standard search
query (for example, “corruption” would not suffice), and there may
also be unexpected but valuable material waiting to be discovered. In
the language of our typology, the aim is to locate and identify clusters
containing potential evidence, beginning with those labelled by inter-
esting keyword terms; alternatively, a journalist will locate documents
containing specific search terms and subsequently browse and identify
related documents found in the same cluster. T2 describes the use of
Overview in the TULSA, RYAN, DALLAS, and NEWYORK case studies.

Throughout both T1 and T2, a journalist will often produce notes or
annotations for documents as they generate, verify, or refine their hy-
potheses, perhaps comparing documents to each other or to secondary
sources outside the collection.

6.2 Design Rationale

With a more precise understanding of journalists’ tasks, we now an-
alyze the rationale for our visual encoding and interaction design
choices, with the intent of transferability to other domain problems
involving similar data and task abstractions [46].
Why show a tree? Trees afford structured and systematic exploration.
When a document collection contains separable clusters of similar
documents, a tree visualization affords a systematic and, if desired,
exhaustive traversal of these clusters. The TULSA case study is an ex-
ample where the journalist based his choice of which documents to
read based on the structure of the tree, sweeping from left to right.
The Topic Tree also includes a visual encoding of applied tags, which
makes it possible for the user to identify the documents they have and
have not already tagged, and how tags correspond to clusters.
How to show a tree? Emphasize interior nodes (not edges or leaves);
instil trust in the underlying algorithm. The Topic Tree in the first
two versions of Overview (Figure 4) rendered all clusters as identi-
cal nodes. While tree visualizations are often associated with the task
of path tracing and determining connectivity [33], Overview users are
primarily interested in the properties of nodes corresponding to docu-
ment clusters, such as the number of documents contained by a cluster,
or the key terms that describe these documents.

The Topic Tree of v3-4 directly encodes cluster size as node width;
this design choice allows the user to compare cluster sizes directly,
or work systematically from larger to smaller topics, of particular use
when trying to summarize a document collection to some desired de-
gree of detail (T1). In enlarging the width of nodes, it also became
possible to encode the number of documents tagged within the cluster
as a colour label having a width proportional to the size of the node, as
shown in Figure 5. We opted not to use a space-filling treemap visual-
ization of hierarchical document clusters because this approach would
place too much emphasis on leaf nodes; when summarizing a collec-
tion (T1) or when locating a subset of documents (T2), the mid-level
interior nodes in the tree are typically the most informative. While
less space efficient, a tree with variable-width nodes provides more
flexibility, especially given the differences between T1 and T2.

With larger nodes, we were able to display cluster keyword terms
directly in the node itself, rather than in a separate Cluster List view,
as in v1-2, which displayed keywords only for the selected cluster and
its descendants. Displaying keywords within nodes allows users to
compare keywords at a glance, both between and within clusters.

The design of the Topic Tree required a balance between usability
and cluster fidelity: in v3, there was no limit on the number of children
allowed for each node, a situation reported to be overwhelming by
journalists who participated in the think-aloud evaluation. When a
node can have many children, tree exploration reduces to linear search;
for this reason, the maximum number of child nodes was limited in v4
by switching to a recursive adaptive K-means algorithm [42] with an
upper limit of five children per node.

We added explicit cluster fidelity labels to the Topic Tree nodes in
v4 to help users interpret the content of a cluster: the labels “Some”,
“Most”, and “All” show how many documents in a cluster contain
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each keyword and thus signal the consistency of topics found in that
node, as shown in Figure 5. These labels help the user to decide
whether to treat the node as a conceptual unit that might be tagged
as a whole, or expand it to examine its children individually. They
help the user assess cluster consistency and separability and serve to
build trust in the clustering algorithm [8]. Previously, users had to
judge the topical consistency of a cluster by examining the individual
documents within it, or by referring to the scatterplot in a way that is
known to be difficult for dimensionally-reduced data [47].

How to interact with a tree? Selective pruning and informative
tooltips. In v1-v2, the user was able to clarify the Topic Tree by prun-
ing (filtering) small nodes, according to a threshold selected from a
set of seven coloured radio buttons below the Topic Tree. Our case
studies revealed that many users never understood that the variable
tree-pruning threshold used in v1-v2 was hiding nodes from them, a
problem especially for those intent on locating evidence or proving
the non-existence of evidence (T2). We replaced threshold-based node
pruning with a selective expand/collapse option on each node; when
combined with panning and zooming, these interactions provide users
with a fine-grained control over focus and context.

Upon selecting a node in v1-v2, keywords for the selected cluster
and its descendants were shown in a status bar between the Topic Tree
and the Cluster List, however these were spatially removed from the
user’s point of focus. To resolve this, we added tooltips in v3 that show
cluster keywords when the cursor hovers over a node.

Why no scatterplot? Unstructured exploration is redundant for T1
and T2. Using scatterplots to visualize document collections is an
approach common to previous work [7, 18, 12, 2, 40]. We thought
that a scatterplot would allow users to judge cluster size, quality, and
separability [47]. However, scatterplots do not directly show cluster
content, such as document keywords, unless tooltips or point aggrega-
tion is used. We did not pursue the use of these techniques because
we discovered that the scatterplot was seldom used in the case stud-
ies of journalists who adopted Overview. The TULSA journalist was
an exception in that he used the scatterplot to locate untagged docu-
ments containing potential evidence after extensive use of the Topic
Tree (T2). This task would have been better served by providing a di-
rect way to show how many untagged documents a node contains; the
“Show Untagged” button introduced in v4 accomplishes this.

Ultimately, we realized that a scatterplot does not help users over-
come the burden of choice overabundance when determining which
cluster to investigate next [45], whereas the tree-based hierarchical
clustering used in the Topic Tree affords a form of structured naviga-
tion. In addition, the cluster fidelity labels introduced in v4 help users
to assess cluster consistency and separability, thereby eliminating any
further need for a scatterplot.

Why tags? Tags provide simple annotation, progress tracking, and
user-defined semantics. Tagging was used extensively in five of the
six case studies. Some tags aligned with cluster boundaries (IRAQ-
SEC, RYAN, and the first set of tags created in TULSA), while other
tags appeared throughout the tree (DALLAS, NEWYORK, and the sec-
ond set of tags created in TULSA). Tags are a simple and flexible form
of annotation that help users track where they have been and what they
have learned. They can also be used to impose a context-specific orga-
nization scheme on a document collection. No single clustering will
meet all analysis needs, since any high-dimensional dataset is likely to
have multiple cross-cutting semantically interesting clusterings [19].
The “best” clustering will depend on the documents and the story.
Overview does not support manual re-arrangement of the TopicTree
hierarchy, as in systems such as HierarchicalTopics [10]. Instead, we
support manual tagging as a simple and flexible way for the users to
impose their own semantics on a document collection, where the clus-
ter structure can be leveraged as a useful scaffold when it matches
user semantics, but ignored when it does not. The most recent fea-
ture added to Overview, developed after the case studies in this paper,
supports the creation of multiple trees, giving different views of same
document collection. The user can control the clustering by entering
words to ignore, which prevents Overview from clustering based on

document letterhead or boilerplate text, and by entering especially im-
portant words which are weighted higher when constructing document
vectors. It is also possible to create a tree containing only a subset of
the documents, specified by selecting an existing tag.
Multiple views: how many and how to coordinate? Less is more,
provide obvious affordances. The evolving design of Overview recalls
the challenges and considerations for designing multiple view sys-
tems [32]. These considerations include how many discrete views are
appropriate?, how should views be arranged? and how should views
be coordinated?. A consensus on these questions has not yet been
reached, as multiple-view visualization systems range from dual-view
to over 20, with a similar range in view coordination patterns [53].

The CARACAS pilot case study with Overview v1 revealed that the
Document Viewer was too small and the selection of documents and
clusters across the different views was poorly coordinated. Despite
improvements to view coordination in v2 and v3, the views were not
always well understood; for example, those who participated in usabil-
ity testing did not initially realize that the Document List, displayed as
a line of keywords for each document, was in fact a list of selectable
documents. In v4, Overview’s interface was streamlined into three
views coordinated with linked selection and highlighting: the Topic
Tree, a consolidated Document Viewer/List featuring document titles
and list navigation controls, and a list of Tags; as described above,
we removed the scatterplot visualization and Cluster List, both made
redundant by the redesigned Topic Tree. While we might have made
Overview a single-view system, we instead reasoned that having the
Topic Tree visible provides helpful context when reading a document
and deciding what to read next.
How to support user workflow? Simplify for infrequent use, reduce
data wrangling. Our findings show that simplicity and learnability are
critical for journalists, because any one journalist only deals with large
document collections intermittently.

After Overview v2 was deployed and promoted within the journal-
ism community, it became clear that many prospective users had great
difficulty downloading, installing, and configuring it. Additionally, v2
could only import documents in a CSV file; we quickly learned that
journalists receive document collections in every conceivable format,
from stacks of paper to database dumps. We confirmed that the need
to wrangle data into compatible formats is a considerable barrier to
adopting a visualization tool into an analysis workflow, as discussed
in a recent research agenda [27]. We should not expect journalists
to write custom data wrangling scripts, as the NEWYORK journalist
had to do. To minimize the amount of configuration and wrangling
required, the web-based Overview v3-v4 required no user installation
and supported import from a folder of PDF documents or from Docu-
mentCloud [1], a document hosting service used by journalists which
can itself ingest a wide variety of formats. Without this integration,
we suspect that the DALLAS journalist would have been unable to
make use of Overview. The DocumentCloud interface is integrated
into Overview’s Document Viewer, which includes a function for an-
notating documents with notes.

We also added full-text keyword search in v4, as prospective users
and our case study journalists had expressed a desire to flexibly alter-
nate between locating clusters in the Topic Tree and a directed search
for locating documents of interest, without having to use a search tool
such as grep or DocumentCloud’s search interface. We expect that the
TULSA and RYAN journalists, both performing T2 with v2, would have
benefited from this keyword search feature, and that the absence of this
feature would have been a deterrent for the DALLAS and NEWYORK
journalists, who also performed T2.

We note that the use of Overview forms part of a larger investigation
and reporting workflow: each case study journalist combined its use
with many computer-assisted and non-computer-assisted methods for
data collection, data transformation, and eventual story presentation.

7 DISCUSSION

In this section, we discuss the value and logistics of conducting de-
sign studies involving multiple deployments and the analysis of user
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Fig. 6. The human-centred design process development cycle, in which Lloyd and Dykes [36] discern between alternative entry points (A,B)
and between traditional (green), grounded (blue), and their own approach in which example designs are used to establish context of use and
elicit requirements (red). In contrast, we begin with some requirements at point C, and only after multiple deployments do we arrive at a clear
understanding of context of use (purple). Figure adapted and extended from [36].

adoption, as well as the limitations of this type of research.

Why study adoption? As with any iterative human-centred design
process, it is difficult to know when to declare success; we consider
adoption defined as repeated instances of self-initiated use to be a
form of success. Adoption is particularly interesting in the domain
of journalism because tool use is a decision made separately by each
journalist for each story, rather than dictated by a central authority.

Though the design study process is cyclical and may include mul-
tiple deployments [46], there are surprisingly few papers that com-
ment on the adoption of a visualization tool without the prompting
of designers: in a recent survey of eight hundred visualization papers
containing an evaluation component, only five commented on adop-
tion [31]. Of these, two provide a thorough description of who adopted
their visualization tool, how it had been used, whether it was still in
use, and what problems users reported [30, 37]. Our work adds to this
short list, as does the recent study of Jigsaw’s adoption [28].

Many design studies report on deployment to a target group of users
and evaluate their reaction to the tools during a period of intense study,
but our own experience and personal communication with other practi-
tioners leads us to believe that visualization tool use typically drops off
after a paper is submitted. Gonzales and Kobsa provide a rare example
of explicitly checking back after this time period; they found that their
target users did not adopt the visualization system despite the promis-
ing initial results reported in their original paper, and conjecture that a
misunderstanding of user workflow was the primary factor behind this
lack of adoption [15]. We conjecture that this situation might be the
common case, and thus that longer-term adoption rates may be very
low for research prototypes. Sustained follow-up by researchers until
adoption is achieved provides a way to disambiguate whether the bar-
rier to adoption is truly only a workflow issue, or an indication that the
tool failed to address the true needs of the target users.

The logistics of studying adoption: Before Overview was deployed,
we could not have fully predicted why and how journalists would ap-
proach large document collections; we were unable to verify the cor-
rectness of our task and data abstractions. Overview is sufficiently
novel that its value could not be assessed without adequately func-
tional prototypes. We argue that this situation is common in visual-
ization because of the complexity of the data and tasks at play, re-
calling the argument of Lloyd and Dykes about the need for data
sketches [36]: functional example designs for establishing context
of use and eliciting requirements. They contrasted their design-first
approach, illustrated by the red trajectories in Figure 6, to the tradi-
tional design-then-evaluate approach (the green trajectory) and to an
approach grounded in user context [26] (the blue trajectory). The pur-
ple trajectory illustrates that close collaboration with domain experts
from the very start of a project means they bring expertise about re-
quirements to the table, so it is not a design-first endeavour. The multi-
ple loops in the purple trajectory emphasize the importance of deploy-
ing a visualization tool as a precursor to evaluation, and we note that
after these loops the trajectory ends at context of use: it took several
deployments and case studies of self-initiated journalists who adopted
Overview before we attained a clear understanding of users’ tasks and

their broader analysis workflows.
Our use of case studies to study adoption is methodologically simi-

lar to qualitative longitudinal evaluation studies described in previous
work [36, 44, 48]. Our approach differs from these in that we engaged
a different set of users at each stage of design, rather than the same
set of users. This difference reflects Overview’s context of use: repeat
usage cannot be predicted and Overview is only appropriate for some
investigations; we have yet to encounter a journalist who specializes
in investigations pertaining to large document collections.

Limitations and future work: A limitation of adoption-phase re-
search is that a set of specific target users cannot be identified in ad-
vance, in contrast to the typical design study chronology [46]. As a re-
sult, there is an inherent selection bias in our case studies, because they
largely represent successful cases; a similar observation was made by
McKeon, who interviewed only prolific users of his deployed visual-
ization tool [37]. In future work, we would like to know more about
cases in which Overview was used briefly and then abandoned as being
unsuitable for the problem at hand.

To broaden our understanding of how Overview is used, we hope
to investigate the use of Overview in other domains where large doc-
ument collections are prevalent, such as intelligence analysis [28],
law [20], medicine, and digital humanities research; our set of task
abstractions may continue to expand. Meanwhile, we are continuing
to monitor and learn from new cases of adoption by journalists.

8 CONCLUSION

We presented a visualization design study of Overview, an application
for the systematic analysis of large document collections. Overview
has proven to be useful, having been used in investigations leading
to at least nine published stories [3]. Using a recently proposed ty-
pology of visualization tasks [5], we identified two task abstractions
based on findings from six case studies. Given our data and task ab-
stractions, we rigorously analyzed the effectiveness of Overview’s vi-
sual encoding and interaction design. This analysis generalizes beyond
the domain of journalism, and speaks to the design and evaluation of
other visualization tools for supporting the analysis of document col-
lections and clustered dimensionally-reduced data in general. Finally,
this work adds to the small number of studies found in the visualiza-
tion literature that include observations of user adoption; in observing
real world usage by self-initiated journalists, we confirmed that several
iterations of design and deployment are required before fully under-
standing why and how a visualization system will be used in practice.
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